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Overview

Our transportation network, with its vast amount of roads, rail lines, bus routes, sidewalks, and bicycle
routes, is the backbone of our region. Coordinated planning of that system is critical to the continued
growth of our local and regional economies. The Jackson and Voorhees Intersection survey was created
at the direction of the City of Danville Department of Engineering and Urban Services, and distributed
and analyzed by the Danville Area Transportation Study.
The Jackson Street Intersection Improvement project is a proposed intersection reconstruction project at
the Jackson and Voorhees intersection in Danville, Illinois. The area surrounding the intersection is
primarily residential with Jackson Street functioning as a north-south arterial and Voorhees Street as an
east-west collector. The current intersection configuration has offset legs and inadequate pedestrian
accommodations. The City of Danville has produced designs for the new intersection configuration as
both a traditional all-way stop and a roundabout, both of which address:





Concerns about pedestrian and bicyclist safety and accessibility;
Access concerns for the surrounding residences
Peak hour delays, resulting in cut through traffic on other residential streets
The current unusual and inefficient intersection geometry

In response to a request for increased public input, the Jackson and Voorhees Street Realignment
Survey was made available to the public on Friday, May 23rd and a press release of the survey was
distributed to the public. Following the press release The Commercial-News reported on the Survey in
their Monday, May 26th online-edition (see appendix pg. 38), and was published in their Tuesday edition,
along with a corresponding article in The News-Gazette’s Tuesday edition. (see appendix pg. 39)
On Thursday May 29th, Danville Area Transportation Study (DATS) staff along with City of Danville
Engineering staff were at the intersection of Jackson and Voorhees from 7 am until 4:30 pm distributing
survey materials. The survey handout contained basic information regarding the available realignment
options, along with directions to the various methods available to take the survey, and a coupon for a free
sundae at the Main Street Dairy Queen upon completion of the survey. (see appendix pg. 40) The
survey could be taken online, or a paper copy and DVD disc of the corresponding video could be mailed
by calling the DATS offices.
The Jackson and Voorhees Street survey consisted of 5 questions, a 3 minute video, a location for individual comments, and an option for adding an email or physical address for future project updates. DATS
received:

949
Surveys
Collected

337

Individual
Comments
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Public outreach to the intersection’s users was extremely important in the success of the Jackson
and Voorhees Street Intersection Realignment Survey. Here are the highlights.

26
MAY



The Commercial–News article was published online.



The News-Gazette article was published in their Tuesday paper.



The Commercial–News article was published in their Tuesday paper.

29
MAY



DATS and City Engineering Staff stood at the Intersection of Jackson and
Voorhees Street from 7 am until 4:30 pm distributing survey pamphlets .



News of the survey aired on Channel 3 and Channel 15 6pm news shows.

5



Director Schnelle attended and spoke with the Center City Neighborhood
Association at Central Christian Church.



Director Marganski attended and spoke with the Trinity Eunice Society at
Trinity Lutheran Church.

10
JUNE



Director Marganski was on Linda Bolton’s WDAN radio show “Newsmakers”
discussing about DATS and current projects, including the intersection survey.

25
JUNE



DATS Staff attended and spoke with the AMBUCS Danville chapter discussing
DATS current projects, including the intersection survey.

3
JULY



Director Marganski attended and spoke with the Noon Kiwanis at the Danville
Boat Club.

27
MAY

JUNE
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Survey Summary
Question 1
Does the Jackson and Voorhees intersection have excessive delays?
In looking at the intersection of Jackson and Voorhees Street it has been noted that delays occur at
peak driving hours, as well as from train surges that result in a large release of traffic build up from the at-grade railroad crossing on Voorhees
Street between Kimball Street and Bowman Avenue. The survey results
found that 60.9% of respondents experience excessive delays at this
intersection.

Question 2
Are there too many conflicts with Pedestrians and Cyclist at this intersection?
The safety of pedestrians, cyclists and motorists are extremely important to the Danville Area Transportation Study, the City of Danville, and Danville School District 118. The safety of our citizens is
taken into account in every transportation decision. The survey results
found that 60.2% of respondents do not experience pedestrian-vehicle
conflicts at this intersection.
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Question 3
Have you ever used a roundabout intersection?

The modern roundabout intersection has recently seen an increase of adoption in the Midwest and
largely in the neighboring states of Indiana and Wisconsin. If a roundabout is constructed at the Jackson and Voorhees intersection, DATS
would spearhead an educational campaign to educate users of the intersection, on how to navigate a roundabout from a vehicular, bicyclist, and
pedestrian perspective.

The survey results found that 80.2% of re-

spondents have driven in a roundabout.

Question 4
What was the code in the video?
The City of Danville’s Engineering Department created a three minute video that was the core of the
survey. The video highlighted the possible intersection realignment options, referenced future year traffic projections, model simulations, and
the different numbers of conflict points each intersection experiences. At
the end of the video, a simple four-character code was presented to promote survey respondents to view the video. The survey results showed
that 91.5% of survey takers chose the corresponding answer to the
code, confirming an overwhelming majority of the respondents who
watched the educational video.
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Question 5
The intersection of Jackson and Voorhees would work best as a 4 way stop or a roundabout?
Following the educational video, this question was asked after
gaining respondents perspective on delays, conflicts of the intersection, as well as respondents usage of roundabouts in other
communities. The survey results found that 47.2% of respondents
believe that the realignment would work best as a 4 way stop,
while 52.8% of citizens believe that the Jackson and Voorhees
intersection would work best if realigned as a roundabout.

Optional 1
Submit your email or mailing address to be on the project
mailing list.

Survey respondents were offered the ability to add their email or mailing address, to receive informational updates regarding transportation projects in the future. Of the 949 survey results, 193 email
addresses were received, representing 20.3% of the survey respondents. 55 citizens opted to take a
hard copy of the survey and have been added to a mailing list. The mailing list is a true asset which
will aid in the disbursal of project materials in the future. Positive feedback has already been received after thanking citizens for taking the survey with DATS email response. (see appendix pg. 44)
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Optional 2
Write in any comments or questions you may have regarding this intersection.

We offered survey respondents to ability to write in any concerns, comments, questions or ideas
regarding the Jackson and Voorhees intersection. This garnered 337 individual comments,
questions, and concerns about the realignment project. The unedited comments are located in the
appendix; a subscripted

MS

garners that the comment was from a mailed survey option. (see appen-

dix pg. 10)
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Summary

An efficient network of transportation facilities is vital to moving people and goods throughout
our community. A complete transportation system offers opportunities for various choices
and modes of travel. Although a formal Complete Streets policy has not been adopted by the
City of Danville, the city considers the needs of all users, including non-motorized users and
people with disabilities, when designing roadway projects.
This survey analysis supplements previous public participation opportunities and traffic
analyses of the Jackson and Voorhees intersection, and was intended to detail the users
perception of the intersection in terms of safety, experienced delays, and pedestrian-vehicle
conflicts.
As the individual comments were reviewed, several recurring themes were noticed. Below
we have listed and responded to the most frequently submitted themes.
1. Property Acquisition: While both intersection alternatives require acquisition of the
northwest and southeast corner properties, the traditional all-way stop alternative requires
slightly more right-of-way.
2. Driver Education: Several of the comments seemed to be based upon driver behavior at
all-way stops. Intersections are probably the most dangerous area on the road. It has
been staff experience that Danville drivers have been very adaptable during intersection
changes, one-way street conversions and many other infrastructure construction projects.
3. Survey Timing: Many survey respondents highlighted the fact that the traffic counts are
currently high due to the Fairchild overpass being closed. While true, the overflow traffic
from the Fairchild project is representative of the 2035 project numbers. The issues
observed at the Jackson and Voorhees Intersection, during the Fairchild overpass
construction, will be a daily occurrence if the intersection is not improved. Additionally,
the survey was intentionally distributed prior to the opening of the Fairchild overpass, to
reach as many potential users as possible and satisfy the goal of garnering more public
input.
4. Pedestrian Safety: The needs of pedestrians must be carefully evaluated during the design phases of both intersection reconfiguration alternatives. There are 24 vehiclepedestrian conflict points at an all-way stop, and 8 vehicle-pedestrian conflict points in a
roundabout. Both intersection designs should include safety measures for the predominantly north-south pedestrian movements.
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Recommendation
Prior research conducted by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, has found that
public support increases soon after roundabouts are built and drivers become familiar with
them (see graphs below).* If a roundabout intersection is deemed the appropriate solution
to the problems facing the Jackson and Voorhees Intersection, the Danville Area Transportation Study suggests a collaboration between the City of Danville and DATS to launch an
extensive educational campaign to increase driver awareness and level of comfort through
the changes in infrastructure. A combination of engineering, education, enforcement, and
evaluation will ensure the traveling public has ample opportunity to familiarize themselves
with a new intersection configuration long before any construction would begin.
(see Appendix pg. 42)

Drivers Younger than 70 Years
Traditional
4-Way
Favor
Roundabouts
52.8%
47.2%

Before
Construction

Roundabout

Oppose
Roundabouts

1 Year After
Construction

0%

DATS Survey Before Construction

20% 40% 60% 80%

*Taken from the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety 2013 Public Opinion Report
www.iihs.org

52.8%
Roundabout

47.2%
Traditional
4-Way
Stop

Traditional 4-Way Stop
Roundabout
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Appendix
Individual Comments
Comments focused on Driver’s Education
#44
While I support and prefer the use of the roundabout, ignorance of how to properly use a roundabout is of great concern to me. Many
drivers have never experienced them, and to my knowledge, they have not been covered in school's Driver's Ed classes. I fear that
older drivers will be greatly confused by this, so, in my opinion, the City should place a couple trained individuals (possibly police officers) in the center of the roundabout for the first week during known high traffic times to help guide traffic.
#73
This study is flawed in that Fairchild is closed and many Danville drivers don't have the capacity to negotiate the roundabout.
#78
Danville drivers aren't smart enough to figure out how to use a round-about. Widen the lanes to four and put in a stop light so children
can actually cross the road without running for their lives.
#100
I think a roundabout would be to confusing for the people of Danville, they have enough trouble with a 4-way stop intersection.
#109
Most people driving that road do not understand the concept of a 4 way stop to begin with, and if you ADD a roundabout then you're
just asking for more people to go out of turn and more confusion. What if you took it out? There is a stop light not even a block away. I
see more traffic congestion from having the four way stop. Make Jackson street have stop signs on the North & south and Voorhees
straight through. And a lot of the congestion will deter once Fairchild street is open and accessible again, which has been a LONG
three years. Maybe before suggesting a roundabout, you come back and look at the situation after all the rest of the roads are up and
functioning. You do realize that the only way from the East End (and most of your business district with large employers) straight to
Gilbert area is Voorhees because of all the detouring off of Fairchild, and don't let me forget about East Main situation either.
#118
I've dealt with roundabouts in other communities and find them scary and confusing. May people don't have experience with them to
understand how to get in the appropriate lane to exit once they enter the roundabout. While I get what statistics show, i don't think this
is a good solution for this particular intersection in our community.
#128
I do not like roundabouts. Nobody seems to know where to go. I would avoid this intersection if one is put in. Wait for the count until
Fairchild is open!
#147
People in Danville has enough trouble with 4 Way stop intersections I don't think they can grasp the concept of a roundabout in a safe
way.
#160
I use this intersection very often. The problem is not pedristrians crossing. Its people that do not know how to drive or use a 4 way. I
feel that the round about would work better but I wonder if people will understand how to use it since we have never had one in Danville. It will take sometime for people to know how to use it.
#163
I was on a roundabout in Ireland last week and it was challenging. It requires a lot of patience.
#164
This is a terrible idea. If people cannot figure out a four way stop, then a roundabout is going to confuse them totally. I travel through
this intersection multiple times daily and I see nothing wrong with it. Another thing to consider is once Fairchild opens back up a lot of
traffic will go back to using it. Does this mean every four way stop in Danville is dangerous and needs a roundabout?
#188
Works great in Indy. I don't think Danville is ready for this.

#217
I have only used the roundabout in California, there is definately a learning curve!!

Jackson and Voorhees Street Intersection Realignment Survey Analysis
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Individual Comments
Comments focused on Driver’s Education
#295
Many drivers in Danville don't know how to manipulate a 4 way stop. These same people will have trouble with a roundabout. I have
very seldom been slowed by pedestrian traffic at that intersection, usually it's people who won't take their turn to go.
#323
if its not broke don't fix it there's nothing wrong with the intersection do a four way because people are illiterate they will not understand a roundabout
#325
I just hope the drivers in Danville are smart enough to know how to use a round-about. They don't seem to know how to use a center
turn lane.
#332
It looks very confussing
#341
Roundabouts will be extremely confusing for residents. I have used them and have seen several accidents because when a driver is
uncertain they just stop in traffic.
#346
I think a roundabout is a great idea, unfortunately the bad driving habits today may cause more accidents.
#354
Finishing Fairchild will aid the delays quite a bit, and people are already terrible enough at driving, we don't need to confuse them
more
#367
What is the anticipated impact of finally opening up Fairchild to reduce the traffic flow on Voorhees? I don't think anything should be
done until that is evaluated in real time. I don't care for round abouts because people that don't know how to use them are inclined not
to wait for the person with the right of way. The problem stems from the train traffic, not the intersection.
#408
too complicated for Danville drivers. 1. once bridge opens on Fairchild, traffic on Voorhees will be reduced. 2. to make a left one has
to go all the way around the circle, that isn't time efficient. 3. yield signs, people will just pull out in front of the ones trying to go all the
way around circle(they do this already with no circle!).
#411
too complicated
#424
The traffic will get lighter once the Fairchild Street bridge is opened for traffic. The city once had numerous jobs on Voorhees Street
east of this intersection. Traffic is now lighter than it was years ago. If you want to help, start issuing tickets for all those that want to
roll through the stop sign instead of stopping.
#502
I have driven on "round a bouts" many times, mostly in Indy. They can be very confusing and I often got stuck in the round about because you have to be in the correct lane to exit where you need to.
#518
removing the 4 way stop would be wise. no body knows when to go or not go and most people don't even stop for other drivers or
people.
#538
roundabouts work great, if you have educated drivers, which I do not believe we do.
#542
I am concerned that more accidents would occur with a rotary. All other locations that our drivers (especially our young / new drivers)
are accustomed to 4 way stops.
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Individual Comments
Comments focused on Driver’s Education
#553
I think this intersection works fine as it is. I've used roundabouts in other areas and I feel like there would be more accidents from confused drivers and aggressive drivers than there is now w/the 4 way stop.
#587
I have used several round abouts and like the concept. There would be a learning curve for many Danville drivers.
#594
It will help out a lot
#601
I worry that many people wouldn't understand how a roundabout works. Not many have ever been to a place that has one. It might
cause more accidents. The 4 way there now works. It's just the stop light on Vermilion causes the traffic to be backed up. Plus the
Pedestrian crosswalk with the "stop for pedestrians" causes accidents, because some motorists think it's an actual stop sign. It might
be money that doesn't need to be spent and could be spent elsewhere on better projects.
#602
school bus traffic is primary problem- they really gun it!
#607
there is too much commercial truck traffic thru that intersection for a round a bout. come on ,a round a bout in Danville? with all the
idiots on the road who do not even know how to use left turn lanes? get real about city projects or resign. Stop trying to make things
worse. just widen and straighten the intersection and move on to more important and NEEDED projects.
#609
I amused to roundabouts having spent time in England and, closer to home, in Carmel, Indiana. I have two concerns and a question.
Danville drivers would have to get used to the roundabout procedures. I am also concerned about school children crossing at that
intersection with a steady flow of traffic. My question is will houses on that intersection be torn down? The intersection now doesn't
seem to be large enough for a roundabout.
#610
While the roundabout is more efficient, I question the ability of local drivers to navigate such an intersection. Turning right to go left is
a hard concept to grasp for some, especially the old. People will adjust (eventually) but expect a lot of complaints in the short
run.Some people STILL won't turn right on red.
#612
Until people can grasp the concept of the four way stops in Danville I can only believe the roundabout will cause accidents also. We
used roundabouts in Addis Ababa, they worked great but you had to be vigilant to traffic around you, sometimes having to make a
couple of circles before you could get into the lane to exit to the road you wanted. I have set at four way stops here because people
can't figure out whose turn it is and no one moves. Getting into a lane on a roundabout if traffic is heavy can be hard as well as getting
into a lane to exit where you want to go. I can't see the general population here in town figuring this out.
#613
Roundabouts worked well where I saw them
#636
I think it would be very confusing to senior citizens who probably make up a good percentage of those using the intersection. Opt for
the improved intersection with traffic & walk lights that everyone is familiar with.
#640
While the intersection would work best as a roundabout the people in this area have enough difficulties navigation a traditional 4-way
stop intersection. I feel the roundabout would only serve to confuse motorists & cause MORE accidents.
#650
Danville drivers couldn't handle a roundabout. They can't handle the offset intersection, because they don't know when they should go
or not. Same problem with the roundabout. It might speed things up, but I predict more accidents.
#659
I see a lot of semi trucks using this intersection. Will they be able to get through a roundabout?
#719
The Roundabout to many people will be confusing. and trying to get Semi trucks around will be a nightmare
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Individual Comments
Comments focused on Driver’s Education
#719
The Roundabout to many people will be confusing. and trying to get Semi trucks around will be a nightmare
#720
Most Americans, including me, lack knowledge on proper use of roundabouts. If the FHSA is recommending increased usage of
roundabouts, it should be added to drivers ed for our young people. However, that is not something you can control. But, if you
choose to do a roundabout within the city limits, you should hold an aggressive public education campaign about how to use the
roundabout. This would include the use of social media, TV commercials, newspaper ads, etc.
#724
The light at Vermilion slows traffic movement down, which would not be solved by a roundabout. Also, Emergency traffic attempting to
get through the small roundabout would be very difficult.
#745
I do not like "Roundabouts". People that are not familure with them have real issues with them.
#764
Once the overpass on Fairchild opens it will reduce the traffic at this intersection tremendously. Danville is no place for a roundabout,
the people still don't know what a left turn lane is for, a roundabout is beyond their expertise.
#782MS
I do not like to drive roundabouts. Especially at busy times. I do drive the Jackson/Voorhees intersection regularly. When every driver
pays attention – traffic moves smoothly. Of course drivers make the difference.
#783MS
This intersection has “always” been a problem – needs to be straightened out or light put in – however I believe when Fairchild opens
and bowman work is done it will be better Danville residents not ready for a roundabout!!!
#789
Please leave the intersection just as it is. There is no problem with it and I travel through there everyday. Roundabouts are too confusing for people not experienced with driving on them. It is already a four-way stop intersection.
#823MS
1. When you open Fairchild it will take a LARGE amount of traffic off Voorhees!
2. How LARGE will a roundabout be to be used by a 18 wheeler?
3. How will bikes and more importantly school children use a roundabout?
4. Danville drivers have enough trouble honoring a 4-way stop and you think they can use a roundabout?
#840
The video does not explain the extent to which adding signals to a traditional intersection would reduce the problems. Nor does it state
when signals might be added if that option is chosen. My guess is that properly timed signals would be effective and more user friendly to Danville drivers. My personal experience with roundabouts has not been positive.
#842
Just returned from a trip to Ky. Went through several turnabouts and it was a nightmare and very dangerous. Fairchild Street is not
open an will now allow half the amount of traffic to go through alternative routes. This is not needed nor wanted by the majority of people I speak with.
#844
The simulations drivers were much better drivers than the drivers in Danville. Now that the overpass has reopened the traffic will subside. Also this is another unneeded expense on a city that is broke. This project will pull funds away from other much needed services
and projects.
#853
I don't think Danville Drivers can handle a roundabout. I almost got hit, again, while I was southbound on Hazel and came to the North
St. intersection and a car that has a 2-way stop with a sign underneath saying "cross-traffic does not stop" pulled out in front of me. I
think they think that little knee-high stop sign in the pedestrian cross walk makes it a 4-way stop or something. There were no pedestrians that day. If they can't handle 2-way stops at an intersection, how can they handle a round-a-bout? I can competently use a
round-a-bout but I have seen many drivers in it the same time as me having difficulty. My husband drives a semi and finds round-abouts particularly annoying as they usually shortchange the space needed for a semi. Thank you for listening to my concerns.
#855
They should have signs or classes on how to use a roundabout.
#872
As a driver that usually crosses this intersection on Jackson I have noticed drivers often tailgate across the Voorhees side of the inter-
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Individual Comments
Comments focused on Driver’s Education
#874
Roundabout is an idiotic idea. This is danville il!!!
#885
Roundabout is great for cars, but concerned about the semis that come through the area to make sure they have enough space. Other option might be a Yield sign for Voorhees and Stop Sign for Jackson, which has a lot less traffic. Wouldn't cost much to try that!!
#899MS
Stop changing the streets in Danville! Most people in Danville are not familiar with roundabouts - There will be accidents - too many.
Repair the streets - don’t spend money on unnecessary transformations.
#900MS
Roundabouts can be confusing especially for older people which I believe would cause more delays. Personally I don’t like them and I
don’t consider myself old. It also sounds like the City wants this and seems like a done deal. Also I think that with the reopening of
Fairchild alot of the traffic on Voorhees will take Fairchild and the congestion will be lessened.
#919
i think the intersection is dangerous because other drivers are overtaking other drivers when its there turn to proceed thru the interesection. in other words they are proceeding when they did not get to the interesection before another car.
#924
You have an intersection in a low mentality area. Nothing is gonna help.
#936MS
We would need a lot of education on the matter. Maybe a lot of warning signs – “turn right only”
#939MS
The roundabout looks very confusing to me.
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Individual Comments
Comments focused on Pedestrian Safety
#49
Opening Fairchild street would aleviate some traffic problems. I have never seen a roundabout that was safe for pedestrians. Students
walking to NorthRidge and Danville High School use this intersection.
#57
I don't care which way it goes as long as the kids from DHS and North Ridge Middle school are thought of as they use Jackson from
the highschool up to Winter and further during athletics. I don't see how a round about will allow them to cross.
#60
Definitely hazardous the way it is-Would be nice to improve the intersection before someone gets seriously hurt.
#61
There is too much pedestrian traffic at that intersection for a roundabout to be safe. Not to mention the inexperience of our drivers.
Redo your traffic count after the Fairchild bridge opens. I think you will see the traffic flow in town change, a lot. Restripe the lanes and
install traffic lights sounds cheaper than 1 million. since our town is broke, maybe Schnelle should discontinue his caviar dreams.
#144
I have seen too many students after school hours standing on one corner for several minutes because no one will stop long enough to
let them cross.
#161
just take out the 4 way stop. No reason to funnel traffic through there. Pedestrians can cross at Vermilion or at the pedestrian crossing
sign a few feet to the east!
#183
I believe that a roundabout would be the best solution. However, I also believe that most people will dislike the idea of a roundabout
since they've never used one. I also think that the traffic congestion will decrease after the new overpass opens in early June. How
would a roundabout handle the bike lanes that head north from Voorhees on Jackson? My biggest concern is the safety of the kids,
both walking and riding bikes, in that area - not necessarily the traffic delays.
#228
bad idea. will be more dangerous for kids crossing street to go to school when they only yeild. put a stop light there. people can cross
at light...
#249
The fact that it is receiving so much traffic is because people are avoiding the construction of main street, once it is done you will see
a decline in the traffic. If you put in a round about you will have other problems that go with it, like kids racing around it and different
kinds of traffic accidents. I know this from experience from the different areas that I have lived.
#321
Wide sidewalks
#383
How do pedestrians safely cross without stop signs? What would keep westbound traffic from backing up from Vermilion if Vermilion
stoplight is red? Does the proposed cost include the two houses that would be purchased to make room for the roundabout? Would
entry from Washington Street be more difficult?
#436
I have lived in this area for 36 years and the intersection has always been unsafe. I have witnessed several accidents there. I cannot
count the number of times drivers cannot determine whose turn it is at the 4 way stop (not to mention the confusion at the 3 wa stop at
English and Hazel - another matter). I have witnessed school children having difficulty crossing going to and coming from school.
There is certainly a need for improvement.
#487
Make room for pedestrians

#505
A roundabout is more dangerous for pedestrian traffic due to the fact that there are no hard stops. That can make the traffic flow for
both autos and pedestrians confusing. Particularly because of it's proximity to two schools in the area, there would be more chance of
bodily harm. A traditional four way stop with turning lane, as it was previously, would be the safest alternative. The traffic backups
have been caused by two issues. The fact that Fairchild subway has BEN closed, removing one route to the east side of Danville, and
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Individual Comments
Comments focused on Pedestrian Safety
#505
A roundabout is more dangerous for pedestrian traffic due to the fact that there are no hard stops. That can make the traffic flow for
both autos and pedestrians confusing. Particularly because of it's proximity to two schools in the area, there would be more chance of
bodily harm. A traditional four way stop with turning lane, as it was previously, would be the safest alternative. The traffic backups
have been caused by two issues. The fact that Fairchild subway has BEN closed, removing one route to the east side of Danville, and
the turning lanes removed at the Jackson/Voorhees intersection are the main factors. Rewording it as a traditional intersection with
turning lanes and reopening Fairchild will alleviate the issues.
#533
Even though safety was mentioned several times I saw nothing on an overpass for students to get to Danville High School and North
Ridge Middle School. I have been on Jackson early morning and mid afternoon and seen significant foot traffic. I dont know what the
crosswalk at Washington and Jackson is for but I have never seen it used. If we expect the students to walk there from Jackson street
it probably will not happen. There is no sidewalk on the south side of voorhees so they will be walking in the street. Not very safe.
#544
Why can't they just put a light at that intersection now? I don't see how there is enough room there for a roundabout. There is also no
way you are going to get the pedestrians to walk a half of a block east to cross Voorhees when they have no problems now walking in
front of traffic as it is. Also the cross country high school track team need to use the field on Jackson, south of English, for running not
the busy streets of Danville. Someone is going to be killed. Why did we waste tax$ if they are only going to use it for football practice?
#642
What happens when Fairchild reopens? How will that affect traffic? The intersection needs better sidewalk/crosswalk access at all the
corners.
#646
It is obvious that there will be some back-up of traffic at the Jackson/Voorhees intersection right now because Fairchild Street is still
closed. This study should be reconsidered in light of the change in traffic flow and pattern that will develop when Fairchild opens. Also,
I would like to see some indication of how many accidents have actually happened at the current intersection - broken down by categories as presented for roundabouts in the video. And then I would like to see a traffic flow and accident comparison of other intersections within our community. It is my gut feeling that any backup is directly related to specific times of day (going to/from work) as I am
at this intersection twice a day and never have any problems with wait or pedestrian traffic.
#663
I would be concerned about more accidents if there was a roundabout.
#680
Because of the foot traffic on Jackson, the four-way stop is the only way to give school children help to get across Voorhees. We do
not need any changes that will speed up traffic. Roundabouts are dangerous. I've seen the utter confusion they cause.
#681
I WOULD SUGGEST A TUNNEL FOR THE PED AND BIKE TRAFFIC
#738
I see the roundabout being a little more trouble with crashes
#747
I didn't see anything regarding the pedestrians in the round about. I think the roundabout would be good for the traffic but there is children that walk and run through this intersection everyday and I didn't see cross walk or walk way for them. Looks as if this is on going
traffic through the roundabout this could be dangerous for the kids. We need to keep into considerations why your doing this project
and one of the reasons I notice was safety. You have children running for track and walking home from Northridge Middle School, the
High School and also the YMCA.
#773
This is not Dallas, TX. This is another waste of time and money. I have NEVER seen a pedestrian nor cyclist at this intersection, and
travel it a lot. A couple minute wait is not worth spending more money we do not have. You have wasted a million dollars ruining our
streets, creating hazards with all of the cement on Gilbert, Vermilion, Logan, etc....And, why all the new black street light poles?
Shootings and crime is our #1 problem thanks to the Housing Authority and Chicago - not "jay walking" as our Engineer Schenele
wrote to me.
#776
A roundabout would make the intersection dangerous for the pedestrians who are most likely middle school students (children). Leave
the intersection alone.
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#776
A roundabout would make the intersection dangerous for the pedestrians who are most likely middle school students (children). Leave
the intersection alone.
#816
Once fairchild is open the(so called) traffic problem will be aleviated A round about will not work because of all the school children
going to North Ridge, and the traffic light at Vermilion. You will have traffic backed up in the round about
#837
How many Pedestrian accidents have actually occurred at this intersection?
#911
Hope to see the incorporation of bike path. Our community needs areas that encourage exercise
#922
I personally prefer a roundabout but am unclear how pedestrians and bicycles move thru them. Any roundabout I have encountered
did not have pedestrians or bicycles. Thank you!
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#40
My only objection to the roundabout is that there is not enough room to make a proper one without removing the buildings on the corners of the intersection. Nothing was mentioned about that.
#55
How will residential properties at the intersection be affected if the intersection was redesigned as a roundabout? A new four-way
stop? Will the city inevitably make some kind of change to the intersection at some point? Have you considered whether/how the reopening of the Fairchild Street bridge will influence the traffic flow at this intersection? Thanks!
#83
My big concern about a roundabout (other than people without the reflexes to navigate them safely) is the close proximity of this intersection to the stoplight at Vermilion and Voorhees. When the light is red, there could be a backup as far back as the roundabout at
peak times.
#138
What will happen to the properties on the corners of the intersection and if city is buying said properties from said owners will they be
given fair market values for their residences? Or will the city take the property at a lesser value in order to improve this intersection?
I'm concerned what will happen to these property owners if intersection is improved.
#139
After Fairchild over pass complete traffic will be done here . This area is NOT a good place for round about there are nice but not
here. Stick with four way stop.
#175
Will there be an expansion of the streets in order to accommodate the roundabout? Also, the congestion of Jackson and Voorhees is
due to the construction of the Fairchild Viaduct. Once this has been completed, congestion of Jackson and Voorhees will cease.
#192
I have used many roundabouts over the years and have always disliked them. My friends that live in Indianapolis feel the same way.
My observations of the Jackson intersection show me that the biggest problem is the lack of alignment of the streets.
#265
My concerns, that was not addressed in the video are: 1) Should a roundabout be introduced somewhere else in the city, at a lower
traffic intersection, before being introduced at such a high traffic area? 2) Is there enough room to put in an adequate sized roundabout there (larger than the minimum requirement)? 3) What about the traffic pattern after school, as there are a number of school buses that travel that route and they come in bunches when school is dismissed? 4) Most roundabouts that I have been through work
great, but they have been in residential areas - with just passenger cars mainly going through them - and I wonder what this will be
like with all of the school buses and semis that travel along Voorhees due to the industries out on East Voorhees St. I am not against
it but do have concerns due to the amount of traffic, the lack of space available and the size of vehicles that travel through that intersection.
#266
I don't think the round about would be a good idea, so much small space in the area.
#299
My concern is the semi truck traffic passing through the intersection. Can a roundabout handle the size of the vehicle or can the city
make Voorhees St. from Bowman to Vermilion so semi trucks cannot use it?
#327
Worried about semi traffic. Also not a constant problem, only occasional. Other ares needed more.
#371
I think the problem with the intersection is it is too close to the stop light at Voorhees and Vermilion. This causes the congestion.
#407
Does the city have to buy the property around there to do this or is there room already ?
#454
how much property would it take from the people that live at the intersection???????
#510
Why is Danville focusing on this intersection? The best place for a "round about" would be the intersection of Main and Gilbert.
#567
What about semi truck traffic? will it handle them? How many houses will have to go?
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#510
Why is Danville focusing on this intersection? The best place for a "round about" would be the intersection of Main and Gilbert.
#567
What about semi truck traffic? will it handle them? How many houses will have to go?
#603
I use this intersection every day. Make Washington northbound only at Voorhees, straighten out the intersection at Jackson, provide
adequate left-turn lanes, install 4 stop signs and walk away. Once Fairchild is open....no problem. PS The sidewalks are a great addition. Odd design, but great addition.
#624
1.align Jackson st. 2. widen Voorhees to at least the width of Voorhees by the cemetery. 3. this intersection is a major route to Voorhees plants. 4.a round about with trucks could be a total mistake only to have it replaced with a 4 way stop. if the city needs to build a
round about put it somewhere that is not as important as Voorhees. major intersections have 4 way stops not round about.
#665
It is interesting that Mr Schnells house is one that would have to be purchased if the round about was put in the Voorhees and Vermilion intersection. Danville traffic is not consistent enough to justify adding one. Putting the double lanes back in the West /East bound
lanes on Voorhees will help considerably for the afternoon traffic.
#669
when there are trains east of Jackson the wait can be long. I agree there needs to be better traffic flow, but how much property will
need to be vacated?
#781MS
Residents who live on Voorhees between Jackson and Vermilion have a hard time backing out of their drives, a roundabout would
cause more problems! I do not think we need the expense of taking homes, land, etc to make a roundabout. Just upgrade the 4-way
stop. If we have extra money for road improvements – use that money to fix road and curbs in neighborhoods!
#801
1. Opening Fairchild Street will change traffic patterns and issues at this intersection may be less of a priority. Give the Fairchild Street
opening at least six months - then study the traffic patterns at this intersection and see if there is not a big difference.
2. How much property will be purchased for the roundabout compared to property purchased for the regular intersection?
#810
your right it does get back up sometimes when there is a train or ones getting off work around 3-5 but can't see spending that much
money ones need to b patient or better if had turning lanes on all 4 sides.
#825
That area is too small for a round-a-bout, it would only lead to confusion for anyone whom has never used one, and more importantly
would only cause increased congestion at the traffic light of Vermilion and Voorhees for motorists traveling westward on Voorhees.
#862
I would like to suggest that Voorhees St. be widen. That street is used to access I 74 E.
#937MS
I feel putting a roundabout intersection in will cost a lot of money, plus will take a lot of buildings and property!
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#52
Suggest you do the traffic flow research again after Fairchild St. is open again. However, do the research several months after
Fairchild opens because it will take some time for people to "change their driving habit" after Fairchild opens. This intersection used to
be a lot more congested when we had numerous plants still open on E. Voorhees and now we are concerned with so little traffic since
our many plants have closed? So tired of tax money being wasted on projects not really needed. I doubt we even need a stoplight
there once Fairchild has been reopened for several months. Instead, please fix our existing streets that are falling apart!
#85
what is the projected timetable from start to finish for either solution and what happens to traffic during construction?
#115
How long would it take to construct the roundabout?
#131
this project will most likely take a very long time to finish costing unnecessary tax payer dollars also there will still be accidents, probably more than now due to the fact that this isn't europe and people rarely use roundabouts and aren't used to them
#148
The cost quoted, dose that include cost of acquisition of property? I don't see how the existing set up would be able to accommodate
a round about without buying at least two houses. Also, while that I not a truck route, there are many semis that turn that way from
route one to head to east gate. For them to be able to navigate a round about it would have to be significantly larger than it currently
exists. Another point is that the traffic is heavy there right now because of the Fairchild closure. When it opens back up, you will not
see the traffic as heavy.
#158
Your projected roundabout is a waste of money. The last Voorhees st project is nothing short of poor planning, the sidewalk crosses
and zigzags more than ever needed. If it were value engineering, a shortest between two points is a straight line. Wasted Federal
funds. Why doesn't your photo on the survey show the stupid sign at that crosswalk at Washington st? Because it goes nowhere?
Secondly the fill over Conrail RR with a small culvert pipe doesn't allow wildlife a passage, the deer cross the road frequently, which is
another driving hazard.., There should be a deer crossing sign. The lack of "drainage" clogs with overgrowth, standing water creates
problematic insect populations. Voorhees st needs sidewalks on both sides not some roundabout. Please don't waste my tax dollars
on another screwed up mess that takes another year to complete
#185
How long will this mess take to finish? And when will it start?
#219
The round about is just another way to waste money that could be used to repair badly damaged roads that need fixed first.
#225
we do NOT have the money for this. Forget about it and use money on more important things, maybe a traffic light at the intersection
#242
PREMATURE! Won't there be less traffic again after Fairchild is open again? Where is the money going to come from? STAY WITHIN
YOUR BUDGET !!!
#243
We do not need a round a bout. It would be a disaster. Just repaint the 4 way stop. Once Fairchild st. reopens a lot of the traffic issues
will be solved. Waste of taxpayer money.
#270
really 1.1 million dollars to do that to an intersection, better get some quotes from people who actually work. Also if you do do it make
sure its not the cluster F of a design you guys did at the hospital, guess you all never drove trucks before. Please no more 8 ft wide
side walks (Lincoln PArk) and fancy stamped concrete walks that jut out into the street for no reason! (Gilbert and English)
#272
To me a round about if more dangerous then a 4 way stop. Besides we don't need to be wasting any more money on things that don't
make a difference like the middle of the road flower bids which was the dumbest thing and a total waste of tax payers money and this
round about would fall into that catagory. If it ain't broke don't fix it as a tax payer WE DON'T HAVE THE MONEY111
#337
what is timeline?
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#337
what is timeline?
#352
Don't take 3 years with this intersection being under construction. How long has fairchild been closed? Get it together!
#410
Spending a large amount of money on this intersection is not justified
#414
Once the Fairchild overpass opens then the traffic flow demands will reduce in this area. How many accidents are reported at this
intersection? Being an area resident, I see very few accidents. How will the roundabout effect area residents in being able to get in
and out of their driveways? If the current intersection is working then why spend the money to change it especially considering the
demand will reduce very shortly when the overpass opens. Don't waste my tax dollars on this project. The city is so strapped for cash
that I just had a new tax imposed for what you called a fire department fee. Use the money you would waste on this project to subsidize the fire department expenses and get rid of this tax!
#416
That's a lot of taxpayer dollars for 1 intersection. I'm not seeing that much of a traffic jam but I'm there at 6:45am and 3:45pm. If it was
that big of a deal for me, I would reroute. I think the money could be better used elsewhere unless we have a grant that has to be
used in this type of situation.
#455
Where does the money come from to purchase the houses in that area to create a round a bout?
#532
1.1 or 1.3 million dollars could be better spent repairing streets that are falling apart like the 200 block of E Conron, 100 block of W
Winter and 100s of other sections.
#595
This has to be one of the most stupid ideas the city of Danville has ever come up with. Is it so you can take a photo of it, put in in a
brochure, and say Danville has a round-a-bout? The only pedestrians in this area are only walking north and south. What a big waste
of money. I will let you put a circle drive in my front yard for $110,000. SOOOO STUPID!!!!
#616
How long before we see work being done if roundabout is chosen?
#645
You did not mention that the traffic, at this time, is more due to Fairchild being closed. As soon as it opens, traffic will be less at this
intersection. Of course, Fairchild will experience more traffic as soon as you close this intersection. Money could be better spent on
improving the roads in Danville that already exist. Yes, I do use this intersection 3 days a week on my way to the YMCA. People have
lost the ability of "patience". I used that "patience" last year when coming into Danville on East Main. I'm still using those "patience".on
East Main. I just leave home earlier or accept I may get home 10 minutes later. Just part of life!
#682
How long will this reconstruction take?
Will this require a detour in place?
Will it be during the school year?
How will this effect the surrounding homes?
#699
Money should not be spent on this project. There are more pressing issues that need the funding. Education being #1.
#711
Does the $1.1 million include purchase of property? Will there be a need to demolish the structures on any of the 4 corners? If so, are
those costs included?
#715
when is the projected project to be started and completed.
#755
The reason this intersection is busier now is because you have Fairchild street closed doing the overpass. There are intersections that
are busier than Voorhees and Jackson that had stop lights in the past that you removed and replaced with a four way stop. Just realign if you do anything. There is no need for a round a bout. No need to waste more taxpayers money.
#772
Nothing should be done until after Fairchild and Bowman work is complete a traffic has a chance to return to normal. These TAX $
should be used to repair all the roads that need resurfaced and pot holes correctly repaired.
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#772
Nothing should be done until after Fairchild and Bowman work is complete a traffic has a chance to return to normal. These TAX $
should be used to repair all the roads that need resurfaced and pot holes correctly repaired.
#788
Hopefully it will take less time to build than the removal of the subway.
#814
Would you be tearing down any of the homes at the Jackson/Voorhees and if so would you be providing those residents with a cash
value of their homes to move somewhere else? Would you be hiring local businesses to do this construction? Could all this effort in
mailing out surveys been channeled into other more worthwhile projects in this town? Is their money in the cities budget for this? Will
this project 5, 10 or 20 years down the road have paid for itself?
#819
Not clear what the roundabout would mean to residents at that intersection. Uprooting families and business is not a good thing. Also,
where would money come from...I thought the city is broke!
#834
Waste of taxpayer dollars, that could be spent on repairing our streets
#835
This intersection in never busy at the times I'm there. Apparently it is a problem since you are willing to spend such a huge dollar
amount.
#841
I don't think anything needs to be done to this intersection. Save the money, there are plenty of streets in Danville that need resurfaced. This falls under the category of the dividers at the hospital and downtown, a waste of money.
#845
This is a waste of money when you consider all other roads in this town that are in dire need of repair. Also.....think about it. There is a
short distance between Jackson and Voorhees, and Vermilion and Voorhees. If you improve traffic flow to the west....what happens
when the light at Vermilion and Voorhees is red? The probability of vehicles being backed up in the roundabout go way up. Doesn't
make sense. Not enough distance between Vermilion and Jackson for this to be feasible. Also...where is the city, which always claims
being broke, going to get the money to purchase all 4 corners of property? You think the apartment building is going to be cheap?
Another thing to consider...the Fairchild overpass is now open....which will help lessen delays at the Jackson and Voorhees intersection. I realize this roundabout project has been at the top of our engineer's to do list.....but the money spent doesn't make sense. Fix
roads instead.
#870MS
After the subway finally opens – Voorhees will not have the traffic it now does – give it a chance – roundabout would be unnecessary
expenditures.
#881
Before we worry about changing this intersection the money would be better spent on fixing our pothole filled streets.
#883MS
The city does not have the money to purchase the houses, apartment building at this intersection for a roundabout. There are existing
streets in poor condition that could use repair with the money. Roundabouts would be dangerous for pedestrians, motorists wouldn’t
have the time to use signal indicators to use roundabouts as traffic is going with no stopping. Opening of Fairchild will ease traffic flow
on Voorhees. Accidents would happen as cars try to merge into and off roundabout.
#906
I pass through this intersection every day during the week and agree that there was an issue with traffic while the Fairchild overpass
was unavailable. However, in the past few days, with the opening of the Fairchild overpass, there is no longer a traffic jam while driving west on Voorhees. Please do not spend money on this intersection. Our streets and curbs need so many repairs. Fix that first and
then look at repairing this intersection.
#909
Please stop wasting money on monuments to yourself and focus on projects for the benefit of the public, not your ego. Also, I believe
the 1.3MM is outrageous and inflated to influence your desired outcome. In this econony there surely exists a company who can produce an adequate product for less. Experience shows your current vendors don't seem to be able to complete a project that will last
very long anyway without rapid deterioration. Think before you waste money that IS NOT YOURS!
#925
Repairs need to be made on major streets never having been repaired in the last years first
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#925
Repairs need to be made on major streets never having been repaired in the last years first
#948
My feelings are that Danville has other streets and alleys that are in worse shape than Jackson and Voorhees. 1.3 million is still a lot
of taxpayers money no matter how it is spent. we all need to tighten the beltand the city just finished the fairchild project. There are
other areas that need attention and it should be looked at prudentally. What about the mess at Willians and the railroad tracks? That
grade crossing should be redone. Where does that stand? This area does not have the funding to fix everything that really needs attention.
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#84
Very familiar with Roundabouts have a home on Hilton Head Island. They are a fast, efficient, and safer method of moving traffic without using traffic lights.
#108
Makes sense to change the intersection into a roundabout for safety and traffic flow.
#110
I travel there many times per week with no problem
#112
I like the roundabout concept. It works in Europe so why not in Danville.
#117
I have used many roundabout intersections in several states and believe that would be the best solution for traffic congestion and
safety at the intersection of Jackson and Voorhees.
#134
ROUND ABOUT IS A GOOD IDEA! LESS WAITING, MORE STRUCTURE.WILL MINIMIZE ACCIDENTS I'M SURE BUT THERE
WILL ALWAYS BE THE CARELESS DRIVERS/PEDESTRIANS AND WE ALL STILL NEED TO PAY ATTENTION. THANKS FOR
INCLUDING THE PUBLIC IN THE DECISION, WISH THEY WOULD HAVE DONE THIS REGARDING OUR SCHOOL DISTRICT 118
CHANGES!
#136
I think a roundabout would be a great addition!
#177
Due to the delays at Jackson and Voorhees, Spring Hill Cemetery had to lock its English and Washington Street gates. Not only were
regular passenger vehicles taking a "short cut" through the cemetery whenever there were delays, but even business vehicles began
using cemetery property. This was detrimental to our already deteriorating roads. It upset many of our visitors, but once we explained
the excess traffic, they were satisfied that the cemetery was only doing what was necessary for our roads and the safety of pedestrians visiting and using the cemetery for exercise. Anything to ease traffic at the congested intersection would be great, but a roundabout would not only ease congestion, but also beautify the area and show Danville is progressive in solving traffic issues.
#191
Do IT!
#199
I use this intersection multiple times a day. Very excited for improvements!
#206
Good idea
#212
Round about sounds like a great idea.
#235
It is a good ideal to have a roundabout street.
#240
Great idea....need this!!!!
#278
Do the Roundabout
#305
roundabout all the way the sooner the better and more intersections need this also.
#313
I have experienced many roundabouts in Europe and also in Indianapolis. They seem to be easing traffic and I have not seen any
problems with them. I think the roundabout is a good idea
#328
I thinks it's a terrific idea!!! The roundabout will really speed traffic up!!! Good thinking
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#328
I thinks it's a terrific idea!!! The roundabout will really speed traffic up!!! Good thinking
#342
I think the City of Danville is doing a kick butt job in everything they do, just give us a casino and a forest preserve!
#365
I dislike round abouts greatly but I could see how this could help with flow. I still feel between jackson and vermilion could get backed
up and then what would happen to the cars in the roundabout?
#413
It might work after everyone gets used to it
#429
There's a roundabout near Music Row in Nashville, TN that I use every month. It handles lots of traffic with minimal slowdowns - which
is what is needed at Voorhees and Jackson!
#433
A round about would be better.. I see a lot of people not knowing who's turn it is when they come to a stop at a four way stop sign...it'll
be less confusion for everybody... Good idea!!
#441
I believe it is very logical to construct a roundabout at the Jackson/Voorhees intersection. It is appears the safest and most cost efficient solution for the intersection. I think all that would be needed is a little additional public education on using one.
#453
The roundabout seems the best solution.
#476
looks like a good idea
#484
While I do not use this intersection at peak traffic times, I fully support the roundabout for auto traffic. I would be interested in pedestrian and cycle safety also.
#506
I use the intersection at least twice each day. I have used roundabouts and believe it would work fine.
#519
A roundabout would give Danville a classier look.
#575
Sounds much more efficient and safe
#614
Many people need to be convinced that roundabouts are actually easier, safer and faster than 4-way stops or traffic signals. Put me
down as a strong yes!!
#615
I vote for the roundabout.
#625
Just do it!! Glenn Austin
#661
THIS PROJECT WILL WORK IF ALL WILL LEARN TO YIELD TO THE DRIVER IN THE MIDDLE. THEY HAVE THE RIGHT-A-WAY
#664
lets get started
#667
Roundabouts work well in New England, and in Indianapolis Indiana
#670
There are numerous roundabouts in The Villages retirement community in Florida which are easily and safely used by senior citizens.
They are readily adaptable to an aging population.
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#670
There are numerous roundabouts in The Villages retirement community in Florida which are easily and safely used by senior citizens.
They are readily adaptable to an aging population.
#684
I think it's great that the city is taking the initiative to fix intersections like these with roundabouts. Not only are they more efficient with
handling traffic, but they're also more efficient in terms of CO2 emissions. Keep up the good work!
#712
Roundabout has many positives.....but survey was a bit loaded for the roundabout.....my survey classes training from college were
throwing red flags
#713
it either needs a change or fixed.
#727
I have used roundabouts from coast to coast. From small towns to larger cities. I believe that they are the wave of the future and the
best choice for this intersection!
#753
No one would want a stop light at that intersection so close to the one on Vermilion (and wouldn't that cause backup too). A roundabout is the only thing that makes sense. There will always be resistance to something new, but a roundabout is the perfect solution to
this intersection -- and it's just going to be one lane, so it won't be hard to use. Safer for pedestrians too. Thanks.
#775
A roundabout calls for two, at Jackson and Vermilion.
#787
There were no accident stats provided. I've not seen many incidents, altho' the three lanes as painted do not really currently seem
wide enough. I think the roundabout is a better idea.
#791
I've been driving that intersection for 49 years. It needs to be straightened out in order to be safe and functional. That's my opinion.
#792
Very busy intersection . I use daily traffic congested because of trains I like the idea of the roundabout
#797
This is a good idea
#802
There are several roundabouts in Bloomington, IN which I have driven through many times. They are safe and efficient. This is the
best solution for the intersection at Jackson and Voorhees.
#805
Go roundabout!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#817
This intersection has needed improvements for the last 20 years or more... it's long overdue!
#839
I've lived where roundabouts are used and they are great!!
#850
There is a round-a-bout in Lafayette, IN that I drove on recently (I think it is on or near SR25). It might be a good case study. I understand it might be difficult to persuade some of Danville's residents that they are a good idea, but traffic circles seem to really reduce
crashes, maybe partly because they are unfamiliar to drivers and force them to be more cautious.
#858
I would love to see Danville get roundabouts. Forget the negative comments: this is great. Well done!
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#867
Go for it
#873
offset intersections usually have more safety problems and visual line-of-sight issues than standard perpindicular 90-degree-angle
intersections. fixing an offset intersection of course can be done, but raises the costs of the project. thus, if going to the expense of
trying to fix an offset intersection, fixing it with either a round-about or by squaring it off is similar in COST. so the additional safety
factors of dramatically reducing the number of conflicts, and thus lowering the risk of collisions/injuries/deaths, should be weighed and
counted in favour of the round-about. for budget-hawks, emphasise that if costs are practically equal, then better safety is still the better use of the funds - ie "more bang for your buck".
#882
I'm just excited that something is going to be done to handle this problem, and make it safer for everyone. Thank you
#891
We think the round-about would work great for this intersection. Thank You.
#943
The roundabout is the way to go...thanks for asking us for input.
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#42
We are not a big city not enough room for a roundabout. once the fairchild st opens up it will be better
#53
I am sure when he Fairchild Street overpass is complete, that a lot of the Voorhees-Jackson traffic will use it. I would think we could
use the million plus could be put to a better use on the Danville streets
#56
Stop spending money on restricting traffic flow and worry about something that matters; rather than installing visibility obstructions and
traffic pattern restrictions that aren't necessary and a waste of money!!
#63
Roundabout in Danville? REALLY? come on get real ! It will cause more problems then it will solve and is an absolute ridiculous idea.
Money would be better spent widening and straightening the intersection. Who are the BOZO's that came up with the idea if a roundabout?
#86
It has an increased flow now because it is a detour route for Fairchild to bowman. When Fairchild is finished open to bowman traffic
will cut in half.
#93
Why not stop Jackson and let Voorhees go through without a stop? Those going north / south can use Vermilion if they need a s top.
This would be little cost.
#97
Finish up the Fairchild subway project and THEN study the traffic at Voorhees & Jackson! Talk about skewed results, geeze!
#104
Roundabout would be a BIG mistake! I am a veteran of roundabouts in other cities and it would NOT work at this intersection.
#105
I think a traffic light and cross walk signals would work better than a roundabout and be more cost efficient. If the light is timed to stay
green longer for Voorhees drivers, the traffic jam issue is also addressed.
#106
leave it as a 4way when Fairchild st. opens there will be less traffic and people need to have patience and plan there time if they half
to go thru Voorhees/Jackson st. I go thru there every day patience
#110
I travel there many times per week with no problem
#114
Traffic did not start backing up substantially until Fairchild was closed. I live on Roselawn near Washington and use this intersection
daily. 1.1 million dollars would be better spent in other places in Danville. Please at least wait until Fairchild has been reopened for a
few years to see if traffic lessens.
#130
When Fairchild St. opens, the amount of traffic on Voorhees will be greatly reduced. The only time traffic is backed up is when
Walgreens workers are getting off work so why spend on a project that will not be needed in a few months.
#145
Finishing Fairchild so Voorhees is no longer a detour will reduce traffic at this intersection dramatically.
#153
A roundabout at this intersection is the dumbest idea I have ever heard of. What on earth are you thinking? This city would be far better served resurfacing some poor streets rather than stupid "improvements" like this.

#174
congestion will end when the detour ends biggest amount of traffic always was Fairchild because of no trains in 2weeks the bridge
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#174
congestion will end when the detour ends biggest amount of traffic always was Fairchild because of no trains in 2weeks the bridge
opens up no delays and allk you will accomplish is a huge increase in wrecks because ppl will not yield in the circle will be another
huge mistake and have to spend more to go back to regular intersection doubling cost when stop signs were removed downtown drivers did not adapt well had 2 drivers come through signs that had been changed totaled out 2 of my cars and had 2 trips 2 er p lease
leave it way it is
#178
Once the Fairchild St overpass is open the traffic through this intersection will go down dramatically. I would not put in a round about
there. The intersection area is too small to support that. I would suggest doing a full traditional intersection there, Also Meyers and
Pries need to be resurfaced from all of the traffic going around the Fairchild overpass work.
#182
This is the most ridiculous idea I have ever heard of. The intersection is busy now due to Fairchild Street STILL being closed. Also,
Danville proclaims to have no money, yet has already spent a ton of money on this and looks to spends tons more. Properties will
have to be purchased, buildings will have to be torn down, etc. Tax dollars would be much better spent on several other things that
Danville needs. Like the fire departments, maybe??? Fire Dave Schnelle and use his salary to pay firefighters and help keep fire departments open.
#193
I couldn't see the video due to internet restrictions. Make the code in the text
#194
Maybe a traffic light would work there
#196
Leave it alone. We have less traffic now then 20 years ago. All the factories are gone.
#203
waste of money
#204
The major factor in the level of traffic at that intersection is because of Fairchild being closed. This survey makes more sense if taken
once Fairchild has reopened because we would see and understand the intersection's regular traffic pattern.
#208
it seem like to have more accidents, without a stop lights.
#209
I think once Fairchild Street re-opens, Jackson and Voorhees won't be used as much. You can take Fairchild to avoid crossing one or
two train tracks. I will be changing my route to work once the construction on Fairchild is complete.
#210
Traffic will improve when the Fairchild Street overpass opens. Jackson Street has been a detour for Fairchild for the last 4 years. I
very rarely see pedestrians at this intersection. I bicycle through this intersection and it is no more difficult than any other 4 way stop in
the city. Leave this intersection as it is. This city has much bigger problems!
#211
The money would be better spent elsewhere on our streets. We could add a right turn lane for southbound Vermilion at Winter Ave.
Change the two lane to one lane restriction on southbound Vermilion to south of Williams to many close calls before Williams attempting to merge and then turn left.
#214
I have driven in Avon, Indiana and they have four on the same road and I did not like it.I don't like the Roundabout because I feel that
people will have to rush into the crossings in order to make turns.
#223
Why don't you until Fairchild opens back up to how the traffic at that intersection is.
#227
I have trouble imagining people using roundabouts during peak traffic times. There is only one time a day that the intersection has a
fairly long wait, and that is after work traffic. Most of the time there is no problem. I have trouble seeing how the north south traffic
would not be overcome by the east west traffic at those hours.
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#227
I have trouble imagining people using roundabouts during peak traffic times. There is only one time a day that the intersection has a
fairly long wait, and that is after work traffic. Most of the time there is no problem. I have trouble seeing how the north south traffic
would not be overcome by the east west traffic at those hours.
#277
If old people and n***** weren't allowed to drive we wouldn't have a problem.
#279
Why mess up what already works? Quit spending tax money on this type of crap and fund Fire Department.
#286
I live near this intersection and think you are making a big deal out of a little problem. Why aren't you waitng to see how much opening
Fairchild lessons Voorhees traffic. As usual, you just want to waste tax dollars.
#296
there will be less traffic heading west as soon as the fairchild st overpass is complete.
#297
I have used this intersection to go to work for almost 6 years. The major traffic issues are due to the increased traffic from The
Fairchild street closure. I think once Fairchild is open this traffic conjestion issue will not be a problem.
#298
I don't see this as being a issue that we need to WASTE tax money on. There are plenty of other problems with our town that our
Mayor should loose sleep over. Most people like myself, are getting tired with the Mayor and city council wasting our tax and grants on
nonsense. I think Danville needs a change in City Hall ASAP. How about installing unity pole cameras in areas of high crime, or figure
out how to attract new businesses to our community. Or getting rid of the public aid office and Fair oaks. How about we stop attracting
the problems from Chicago. But I know that federal money that City hall receives is more important than making our city safe again
#309
Been on these before. They are confusing for out of town visitors and I've seen accidents on them also. You will always have backups
with the number of trains on Voorhees St. and the fact that some of the plants let out at the same. At one time the plants staggered
their hours to assist in this problem. Is this not happening now and has anyone researched this recently to ascertain if this is still in
place? Further, I didn't see any way for the pedestrians to get through the roundabout! Where are you going to have them cross the
streets. Further more you have installed a stop sign, when students are present, at Washington and Voorhees which also contributes
to back ups!! I believe this not a good proposition. Put the police at the intersection to enforce the State law about cars on the right
having the RIGHT OF WAY at intersections and you might help to alleviate the problem Ken Granitz
#317
the biggest problem is common sense and curtisy,why spend money you dont have to fix stupid.change time on lights at vermilion and
jackson to see if that helps?if so good so many times we throw money away and think by doing this it solve the problem.not so,the
cash cow is gone boys,this country is sliding fast into the obis and the one knows where the brake is.in days of old we fixed things
think long and hard before you waste barrowed money you cannt pay back
#322
Fart smeller
#339
When the bridge on Fairchild opens there will not be a traffic problem on Voorhees anymore. If our elected officials in Danville would
quit wasting money on projects like this that are not really needed then they would have had the money to pay the fire fighters instead
of having to raise fees on the public that they can't afford anymore.
#340
a 4 way stop will be perfect if the area is re-alined
#353
The survey is geared towards getting the answer the roundabout proponents want. The City does not need to find new things to spend
money on. Danville owes The Fire and Police pension funds over $50,000,000 dollars. When this is addressed build a roundabout at
every intersection in town.
#358
get fairchild done 1st fix potholes/roads/streets help solve train delays then proceed w/ roundabout
#360
This data is skewed somewhat due to the Fairchild Street detour. It seems that your study should have taken into account only the
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#358
get fairchild done 1st fix potholes/roads/streets help solve train delays then proceed w/ roundabout
#360
This data is skewed somewhat due to the Fairchild Street detour. It seems that your study should have taken into account only the
traffic flow when Fairchild is fully open.
#364
it takes a while to get through the intersection
#386
Would work best with a stop light synchronized with North Vermillion. Too many people would (just like they do now), ignore the stopsign... OR run through the round-about without watching. NEEDS A STOP LIGHT...
#393
Traffic Controls lights, timed not to interfere with Vermilion and Voorhees
#397
Did not like survey. very leading. That is government.
#401
I think the roundabout idea will only cause more accidents. Look how many accidents happened downtown when the streets changed
from one way and stop signs were removed.
#405
Why not leave as is - not been a big problem in the past
#419
when Fairchild reopens traffic will decrease
#423
Why all the fuss over this intersection? We have several busy intersections in town. Why spend all this money? The intersection is
only really busy a few times a day.
#439
Stop light
#448
When Fairchild gets finally finished,the traffic flow will change again.l think the city needs to consentrate on fixing the streets more
than screwing up an intersection,were there is nothing wrong with it. The streets are falling apart in this town
#449
Once the Fairchild overpass is open, traffic on Voorhees will decrease emensley.
#452
Wide enough turn lanes would help considerably.
#463
Turning this intersection into a round a bout is a stupid idea, maybe the stupidest idea the city has ever had. The reason the intersection is backed up is because Fairchild has been closed for five years. Once fairchild is opened, the issue will go away. Do not waste
my tax money on a round a bout. This is a dumb idea for many reasons. In case I was not clear, this idea is very stupid.
#477
I think once Fairchild is open again traffic congestion will improve at the intersection. I think this would be a huge waste of the city's
resources.
#478
after fairchild opens this area will be lighter there are to many school buses in this area and round a bouts are not good for this ,. fix
griffin street bridge first its way to long of wait on that. stay with wider 4 way stop. thats all we need .round a bouts are not for that
busy of area. all i have used are more slow residential area. such as logan and williams but alot of buildings would have tobe out not
worth it
#482
This is an extravagant waste of money and the issue as you stated is mainly after a train which the opening of the Fairchild intersection bridge will lots. I find it funny that city has delayed the opening of the Fairchild intersection till after the intersection survey. Put in a
light or leave it alone this is not an area that needs fixing we have many other areas with traffic issues. And Our streets have pot holes
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#482
This is an extravagant waste of money and the issue as you stated is mainly after a train which the opening of the Fairchild intersection bridge will lots. I find it funny that city has delayed the opening of the Fairchild intersection till after the intersection survey. Put in a
light or leave it alone this is not an area that needs fixing we have many other areas with traffic issues. And Our streets have pot holes
everywhere yet we waste money on fancy crosswalks next to those holes and circles instead of sidewalks which is the main issue. Put
side walks on Voorhees, Bowman, Williams, etc.
#489
The only problem Ive experienced with trains but I'm retired so I don't use vorhees that often anymore.
#493
I thought you were going to install a roundabout at the intersection of Jackson and English Streets.
#500
Don't change anything. The traffic will lessen once Fairchild opens.
#501
Keep it the same! Once bridge on Fairchild opens problem will be solved!! Round a bout would get backed up to because of the short
block with stop light at Vermilion & Voorhees intersection. This problem right now is because of the major access road of Fairchild
being closed for YEARS!!!!! You have Voorhees as a detour route for all vehicles including semi and emergency vehicles who would
not be able to use a round a bout.
#503
Wonder how the closure of Fairchild has affected the the traffic thru the jackson and voorhees intersection? You would think it would
surely diminish as the Fairchild is re-opened in the near future
#507
How much traffic will be reduced once the Fairchild bridge project is finished?
#513
Leave the intersection "as is" is also an option. Also once Fairchild Street is open again the traffic will again change.
#514
The traffic will be less when the overpass is open. It's busy now because of the detour! What about semis, ambulances, and fire trucks
that use Voorhees often - a roundabout would cause problems! Please use road repair money to fix local streets and curbs!
#526
I feel that just a stop light would work very well at this intersection.
#530
Loved the "My Title" video. It's attention to detail that will win you this battle! Hi to Mitchell Lankford!
#531
I understand that presently there is more traffic on Voorhees St. because it is being used as a detour for the Fairchild improvement
project, wouldn't it be wise to wait until the Fairchild improvement is completed and wait 6 months to see if the traffic flow slows down
when people start using Fairchild again.
#552
none
#558
Leave the intersection as it is. What a waste of money! New Fairchild overpass will eliminate some traffic. Re-examine new lanes in
front of St James- there is going to be an accident due to traffic not using the lanes correctly!
#580
Voorhees Street traffic will be reduced when Fairchild Street reopens
#583
alot traffic here is also from the closed over pass on farchield. when is opened traffic will be lower
#584
The intersection does get back up people waiting at the 4 way stop as of now. Stop and Go takes forever sometimes.
#604
Leave the intersection alone!
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#604
Leave the intersection alone!
#611
It is not effective in other cities, why do you think it will be here. Do not believe the statistics in the video. Spend the money on pot
holes and street improvements. Change traffic flow around post office and St. James Church Vermilion Street as they were originally.
Poorest traffic flow that I have ever seen. Tell me one person that thinks the above are safe and effective other that the ones who designed the traffic flow pattern
#618
leave intersection as is when Fairchild st opens Voorhees will have less traffic
#619
No round about
#620
How about a flashing yellow light for Voorhees traffic and a flashing red light for Jackson? (I frequently use this intersection)
#621
There is increased traffic on Vorhees now due to Fairchild street closed for over two years. when Danville had all those factory jobs on
east vorhees street there was more traffic than now, I think there should be more studies done after Fairchild street reopens. Fairchild,
and winter streets are the only two streets along with seminary that don't have a railroad track hampering the traffic flow. I believe
there will be more traffic on Fairchild and less on Vorhees with the opening of Fairchild this summer
#626
this is not someting the city of Danville needs. If you feel a change is necessary at this intersection, please consider adding a traffic
signal there instead of a roundabout.
#631
possible two way stop at north/south side
#632
I do not think a roundabout is the answer-I'm very much against it, and think traffic signals are the best apporach, and could even be
programmed to operate during the busiest times
#672
I think it would be smart to wait until the Fairchild overpass is open as it will help with the traffic that is on Voorhees. Then do your
numbers again and we think you will find no need for a change.
#674
I feel this survey should have waited until Fairchild St. is reopened. Lots of East West driver's are forced to us Voorhees witch adds to
misinformation when showing example's on this survey. Looks like the City want's a roundabout by the pricing being less and by not
giving a vote to do nothing.
#678
This survey is premature. When Fairchild opens up, you will see a significant drop in traffic. The most important thing we need is people to learn how use an intersection! Also there isnt enough traffic going north an south to justify straightening the intersection. Want
to do something that would help, how about resurfacing and painting lines!!!
#688
I think it is premature to make any changes at this time. There has been more traffic at this intersection since the Fairchild St. overpass has been closed. I think you need to revisit this after all throughways have been open to have a better idea of actual traffic flow.
#694
It should also be noted Voorhees Street currently has excess traffic due to Fairchild Street Overpass construction closure. After
Fairchild street is opened to traffic; consider placing weight limits or other restrictions on Voorhees Street that would reduce traffic
congestion at Voorhees intersections with Jackson also Vermilion. Consider replacement of the Voorhees Bridge Over Stony Creek at
the same time as Jackson and Voorhees intersection construction.
#698
None at this time.
#705
Curtailing train operations at Voorhees tracks during rush hours (6 am to 9 am and 3 pm to 6 pm +/-) via a GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY with the railroad would alleviate the congested traffic at Jackson and Voorhees intersection. You can't get to work or home on time
if you are delayed repeatedly by switching train traffic.
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#705
Curtailing train operations at Voorhees tracks during rush hours (6 am to 9 am and 3 pm to 6 pm +/-) via a GOOD NEIGHBOR POLICY with the railroad would alleviate the congested traffic at Jackson and Voorhees intersection. You can't get to work or home on time
if you are delayed repeatedly by switching train traffic.
#710
I believe a traffic flow study should be conducted after Fairchild overpass opens. To do a study when an adjacent main road is closed
is not a fair traffic study. Many people that work at Quaker and Genpak will avoid Voorhees Street and travel to Fairchild once it is
open to avoid the train tracks located on Voorhees. This will in return delete the congestion at Voorhees and Jackson thus making this
a non issue.
#722
no roundabout
#726
Give me a break!! With joblessness,gun violence,miserable property values,pot holes,ect.. Fix Voorhees nnd Bowman first.
#746
This appears to me to be a solution in search of a problem.
#748
Traffic will improve significantly when the Fairchild Street overpass opens. Traffic delays on Voorhees at Jackson are from trains from
two busy tracks on Voorhees. Delays at Jackson and Voorhees are no worse than at Griffin-Voorhees, Bowman-Voorhees, etc when
trains occur. Traffic delays from trains clear up quickly. Traffic at this intersection is no worse than Jackson-Winter when school lets
out. Bicycle and pedestrian traffic at Jackson-Voorhees is very low. Please leave this intersection as it is.
#759
Has the opening of the Fairchild overpass been considered, in that it might change the traffic flow somewhat?
#765
Roundabouts are ridiculously annoying.
#766
The intersection functions fine as is. A roundabout will be a waste of money
#771
I don't see how the number of conflict points was calculated . .. looks arbitrary to me. The few times I've used a roundabout I found it
confusing ... Boston, Indianapolis. Also wondering, how many times a day is there a traffic backlog . . . once? twice? Is that really the
busiest intersection in Danville?
#784MS
It probably would have been better to take this survey after the overpass was open for a few months. Right now all the old Fairchild
traffic is using Voorhees, plus there’s a lot of traffic backed up on Voorhees from the long trains – Before, people used the Subway if a
train had Voorhees blocked. I think they will use the Overpass to avoid trains.
#790
a 4-way stop would work if lights were installed and the road on voorhees was widened to accommodate turn lanes.
#793
With Fairchild finally opening soon, I see the traffic at Jackson and Voorhees reducing significantly. In fact if the studies were done
while Fairchild St. has been closed, the data that you have cannot be considered valid. It's a cute idea but I can't see it being worth
the capital expenditure.
#796
Wait until Fairchild is reopened and reevaluate at a later date. Put the left turning lanes back on the east/west sides. Fix streets before
you put in a roundabout. Spend your money wisely.
#798
The survey has flaws due to the continued closure of Fairchild. Seems like a waste of taxpayer dollars.
#803
It seems that the conjestion at this point is due to Fairchild being unaccessible due to the bridge. I feel that the traffic will lesson once
Fairchild street opens up! Truly!
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#803
It seems that the conjestion at this point is due to Fairchild being unaccessible due to the bridge. I feel that the traffic will lesson once
Fairchild street opens up! Truly!
#812
I use this almost daily. I think a stop light would be better than a roundabout
#838
Not a g idea. Review the project after the Fairchild Overpass has been opened a month and reevaluate the project. Not for Danville!!
#838
Not a g idea. Review the project after the Fairchild Overpass has been opened a month and reevaluate the project. Not for Danville!!
#847MS
For those who will be using Fairchild again when that work is complete there will be less traffic on Voorhees Street.
#851
I think this is unnecessary and a waste of money. Leave it alone! Use the grant money to fix the potholes instead.
#857
Now that Fairchild is open again, traffic has lessened quite a bit. Now all we need is a straightened up 4-way stop and sidewalks at
this intersection.
#865MS
I’ve been using this intersection for forty plus years and no problems. I’ve used it all times of the day. I don’t remember any accidents
or to many pedestrians in the area. I go this way every day to work. It’s not bad, so spend our money where it’s needed more.
#868
Leave the intersection as it is
#871MS
I believe when Fairchild Street is open again much of the problem will be resolved. Needs to be considered again after it opens – how
that affects the traffic flow.
#875
I drove that intersection for 23 years, most days 4x a day 5 days a wk. All the factories were open on Voorhees at that time. Delays
were slight, never saw or was involved in accident. If the 2 lanes were kept marked clearly at all times at the corner. . It would help
greatly, many did not know, there was a East turning lane, without the markings. I am against a roundabout. They become play tracks
with the young drivers. I have lived in 2 towns with them. Difficult getting onto the pleasure drivers.
#879
I think you should rethink this project now that the Fairchild overpass is open. I believe it will offer an alternate route; however, I have
never experienced an excessive traffic delay at Voorhees and Jackson. Can't this money be used to resurface Winter from Vermilion
to Gilbert. Check the traffic count on this road. Much more congested than Voorhees.
#892
I do not think we need a turnabout at the intersection of East Voorhees and North Jackson Street.
#893
Traffic will let up quite a bit, once Fairchild street opens back up. Leave it a four way stop, without a light!!
#895MS
I think traffic was heavy because Fairchild was closed.
#901MS
It would be way too costly. Opening of Fairchild should eliminate some congestion. House place for a turnaround would be Winter +
Logan.
#914
Will roundabout cause backup at vermilion stop light and would that block roundabout. All this for a train how many times a day. Wow.
#915
I don't believe that this project is necessary as the traffic backup is limited to only twice a day. In addition, I would suggest eliminating
the left turn lane from the eastbound lane.
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#915
I don't believe that this project is necessary as the traffic backup is limited to only twice a day. In addition, I would suggest eliminating
the left turn lane from the eastbound lane.
#918
Bad idea. Too expensive for city which is broke.
#931
Now that Fairchild is open the traffic is much less. Also if they would control the trains better the 4 o'clock traffic would not be backed
up. This is a waste of our money when all we are told is everything is rising due to no money. Even though everyone seems to get
their raises all the time. Danville needs to wake up...
#933MS
Please. This is Danville – not Indianapolis! Is this another Schnelle project? Oh yes! Survey will mean nothing. You’ll do what you
want!
#938MS
The only time it seems excessive was when Fairchild was closed. Now that its open doesn’t seem that when trains come and work
lets out its bad.
#946
neither idea is going to work unless they change the light at Vermilion and Voorhees to cycle faster during the high traffic periods. the
traffic backs up between Vermilion and Jackson more than is does east of Jackson. Cycle the light faster so more cars can move
through and save the money.
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THE COMMERICAL-NEWS

City requests feedback on Jackson and Voorhees Intersection
Sweet incentive for participating
Mon, 05/26/2014 | Staff Report
DANVILLE — The Danville Area Transportation Study (DATS) has created a survey to better identify
the public’s opinions on safety and traffic flow at the intersection of Jackson and Voorhees streets.
On Thursday, May 29, weather permitting, DATS staff will distribute survey pamphlets at the intersection.
Residents can complete the survey about the intersection online at www.surveymonkey.com/s/
jacksonintersection. The survey consists of five short questions and a 3-minute video. Hard copies
of the survey will be mailed upon request.
The existing intersection has narrow lines, offset intersection legs, non-existent turning lanes and no
safe means of handling the number of pedestrians at the intersection, according to a city of Danville
press release. As a response to public input from the Jackson Street community project, the city
completed a redesign of the intersection as both an all-way stop and as a roundabout in 2009.
Since that time, the city council has requested more public input regarding the intersection.
Residents who participate in the safety survey will receive a coupon code for a free small sundae at
the Dairy Queen location at 1203 E. Main St.
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THE NEWS-GAZETTE

Danville seeks thoughts on intersection congestion
Tue, 05/27/2014 - 7:00am | Tracy Moss
DANVILLE — A sundae for your thoughts?
That's the new marketing ploy Danville officials have cooked up in trying to get city residents'
thoughts on how to solve congestion at the four-way stop at Voorhees and Jackson streets.
Anyone who completes a four-question online survey will get a code they can cash in for a free
sundae at the Dairy Queen on East Main Street — which is owned by former Danville mayor Bob
Jones.
City officials hope the unique incentive leads to more input on whether they should put a roundabout
at the busy intersection or build a better four-way stop there.
As part of Danville's plans to rebuild Jackson Street in the coming years, the city has come up with
two separate designs for the Voorhees intersection, where vehicles stack up in all directions at
certain times of the day. One is a traditional four-way stop that would solve the alignment problems
at the current intersection, where Jackson Street on the north side takes a jog to the east. The
existing intersection also has narrow lines, no turn lanes and no safe way to handle the number of
pedestrians who cross an intersection that's within one block of the YMCA and two blocks of
Danville High School.
That option would cost about $1.3 million, according to a video that accompanies the online survey.
The second design is a roundabout in which traffic from all four directions simultaneously enters the
intersection and rotates counterclockwise around a circular median, exiting the circle with right turns
only.
That option would run the city about $1.1 million, according to the video.
City engineer David Schnelle says the roundabout design would move more traffic more efficiently
and safely. Statistics show that roundabouts reduce the number of serious accidents at
intersections, Schnelle said.
The city has sought more input from residents since 2009, when it completed the two designs and
held public meetings in the neighborhood.
That's where the survey, created by the Danville Area Transportation Study, comes in. It's now
available online at www.surveymonkey.com/s/jacksonintersection.
It asks residents whether Voorhees and Jackson would work better as a four-way stop or a
roundabout, plus three other yes-or-no questions:
— Does the Jackson and Voorhees intersection have excessive delays?
— Are there too many conflicts with pedestrians and cyclists at this intersection?
— Have you ever used a roundabout intersection?
On June 29, weather permitting, DATS staff will also distribute surveys at the intersection of
Voorhees and Jackson.
Surveys can also be mailed to residents who call the city's urban services and engineering
department at 217-431-2321.
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Survey Pamphlet
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Roundabout Education Pamphlet
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Email from DATS Director Marganski sent to concerned citizens that added their email
address to our stakeholders list.

We know your time is important, and appreciate you providing your feedback. Your participation will
help the City of Danville provide transportation improvements to better meet your needs.
Throughout the month of June we will be working to analyze the survey results, and look forward to
publishing the feedback in early July.
Look forward to hearing from us once the survey has closed and all responses have been analyzed.

Kind regards,
Jaclyn Marganski
MPO Director
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